EXCITING SPEED EXPERIENCE
A 360-degree view of the automotive world.

DAZEROA300 is a leader in motorsport events for both private
and corporate customers: incentive, team building activities,
safe and sports driving courses and driving experiences with racing cars.
You can experience the thrill of driving a sports car on a racetrack,
test your driving skills behind the wheel of a racing car, or even
deepen your confidence in driving and improve your ability
in extreme conditions.
Our key words are professionalism and customized proposals,
focused on the motorsport world.
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DAZEROA300

DAZEROA300 is a project born from a strong passion and refined with
a twenty-year knowledge. Its founders and collaborators are involved
in all-round organization of high-end events in the motorsport and
automotive field.
Its CEO and driver Davide Campana, has an international and proven
experience certified with a 3rd level license as a professional driver/
instructor, issued for competitive activities by the Italian ACI Sport
Federation, through its Federal School. Together with his highly
accomplished team, Davide has created this container of ideas to
propose events and offer new experiences to all motorsport and speed
fans, taking advantage of a trusty and qualified structure.

dazeroa300.com
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Centro Tecnico
Federale-Auto ACI
Sport

DAZEROA300 is a point of reference for the training of sports licensees
for what concerns the speed sector throughout the entire Lombardy
Region.
Teaching activities and Federal Training Courses are carried out to make
all licensees able to attend and pass the License Test and the ones
concerning the license skill tests organized by the Federal School,
in compliance with the quality and safety standards provided by Aci Sport
and verified by the Federal School itself.
Only racing cars and qualified instructors used to improve your driving
techniques and prepare yourself for passing the official tests.
The CTFA (Federal Technical Auto Centre) Dazeroa300 also has the
permission to organize the License Test itself, in agreement with the Federal
School’s administrative office, taking advantage of the presence and
competence of a Federal Instructor empowered by the Federal school (as
identified in Article A9.5.5 of the Appendix 1 of the 2017 Aci Sport National
Sporting Regulations).

dazeroa300.com
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COOPERATION WITH
TEAMFORMA

DAZEROA300 cooperates with Teamforma, which is a reality that makes
use of a network of professionals, trained in all-round training for
companies.
With the Teamforma experience, DAZEROA300 gives added value to
its available courses, developing skills and professionalism. Teamforma
is a consolidated reality in the world of training and consultancy that wants
to go beyond the traditional approach.
Teamforma is an AIFOS training center.

dazeroa300.com
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FRANCIACORTA
RACETRACK

All DAZEROA300 courses and activities take place at the Franciacorta
racetrack, a wonderful track in Castrezzato, near Brescia, just 45 minutes
far away from Milan and easily accessible from all over Northern
and Central Italy.
The track is made of 3 straights, 13 corners and it is more than 2,5 km
long. The circuit has been designed and built to guarantee the highest
security standards for users.

dazeroa300.com
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H PROJECT

Thanks to the collaboration with Guidosimplex, a specialized
company in the design, production and installation of driving aids and
transport systems for those people with disabilities, DAZEROA300
is the first reality in Europe that gives disabled the chance to drive
adapted racing and GT cars.
DAZEROA300 goal for 2019 is to start the collaboration with Fisaps as
well (Italian Motorsport Federation for what concerns special driving
licenses) and be able to offer its customers all those courses that
this association already makes available to all disabled motorsport
fanatics.

dazeroa300.com
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DAZEROA300 wants to develop and increase the panorama of its
activities in the automotive sector for disabled: driving courses,
driving experience on the racetrack and racing driving licenses.
The aim is to promote the development of the motorsport activity
among disabled people, at the same time of the one conceived for all
able-bodied individuals.
It is a certain fact that sport is a valid therapy for the reintegration
and enhancement of one’s own potential.
DAZEROA300 project is a special way of integration through sport,
practiced by everyone, regardless their possibilities and attitudes,
which involves both able-bodied participants and disabled ones, in
the same racetrack activity.

Sport is an important tool for disabled in order to:
• allow them to get to know their body, placing it in a positive
perspective to be valued and not to be seen as an obstacle;
• revolutionize one’s point of view, providing new objectives and
goals to be achieved;
• assign each one a role, a specific task in a collective context and by
doing that, beeing abe to succeed in breaking down those “walls”
between them and able-bodied individuals.
We are all the same when talking about sports and on the racetrack
we have a level playing field

dazeroa300.com
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COMPANIES
PROPOSALS

Are you looking for a winning idea for your company with a strong
adrenaline impact to test your employees or offer an adventure
to your customers?
• Incentive and Team Building Events at the racetrack
• Driving experiences
• Sports-driving courses
• Safe-driving courses
• Drive & Taste Experience
DAZEROA300 takes care of every aspect of the event, from the activity
itself, to the assistance, every additional service like transfers, catering,
photo shoot and much more, thanks to professional drivers, technicians
and professionals with many years of experience in motorsport events.
DAZEROA300 is able to offer tailor-made solutions based on the company
target and its budget.

dazeroa300.com
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CARS

DAZEROA300 will give you the chance to live an exciting experience
onboard sports and racing cars. Thanks to the driving school it will satisfy
your desire for speed and fun in a complete safety environment.
Professional drivers and instructors will teach you their secrets and will
assist you during the activity on the track.
DAZEROA300 cars:
Bmw M3 E92

Lamborghini Huracan Supertrofeo

Alfa 4c Launch Edition

FIA Formula 4 Tatuus

Ferrari F458 Italia

WOLF GB08 THUNDER

Mitjet 2.0 L

Porsche Cayman GT4

dazeroa300.com
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COURSES

Safe and sports driving courses: intermediate
and advanced EVO
Get full control of the car and find out how to cope with high speed thanks
to DAZEROA300 racing driving course: our instructors will teach you
the right lines to follow and how to enter corners in order to optimise
your speed. You will learn how to keep the concentration in risky
situations thanks to our safe driving course, planned to guarantee
a useful and immersive experience for your all day driving as well.

dazeroa300.com
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Driving experiences - training on the racetrack
We do give the chance to drive laps around the racetrack on some
of the most famous and performing sports cars. Feel the excitement
onboard and experience the thrill of their speed and power.
Ask for more information and book your laps.

Hot lap experience as passenger
Trust our drivers and let yourself be amazed by the power of our sports
cars, feel the thrill at every corner and hold your breath at every braking:
you will not want to get out of the car anymore! Anyone can experience
the thrill of a ride on the track as in a real race on our racing cars!

With our racing cars everyone can experience the thrill of a ride on
the track as in real races. Experience a unique adventure on the track
with extreme emotions, like a professional driver, in a total safety way,
thanks to our experience and to high quality standards.

An experience as a passenger will allow you to try crazy speed combined
with perfect trajectories.

dazeroa300.com
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DAZEROA300 offers to its customers tailor-made packages, created
taking into account everyone’s needs.

CUSTOMIZED EXPERIENCES,
THAT MAKE THE DIFFERENCE.

PARTNERS

dazeroa300.com
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THANKS FOR YOUR ATTENTION
T. 347 6001584
INFO@DAZEROA300.COM
MARKETING@DAZEROA300.COM
dazeroa300.com

